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As kids in an apartment in Germany, we had parakeets in a
cage. They were typical pet store parakeets, some green and
some blue. All I remember is sometimes younger sisters would
open the cage and parakeets flew around the room, leaving
more than a few deposits on the curtains. That came to mind this
fall on our trip to Germany. One night at dinner, one of our
friends showed a picture he took that day of a flock of parakeets
in a tree in Cologne. (Parakeets In Germany?) They are tropical
birds, so there is no way this should be! But a later Google search
revealed several newspaper stories of populations of parakeets in
several major cities of Germany. Apparently they can survive the
winters there! Who would have ever expected that?
But what do you think the shopkeepers of Bethlehem thought
when shepherds said, “we saw angels?” What did Babylonian
star gazers think when they followed the star of a king, and found
a baby in a manger? Who would have ever expected God to fill
the flesh of a baby? And, even if God did came to earth, who
would expect it to happen in a manger in a backwoods village
called Bethlehem? That surely takes the cake, right? Well, we
are again getting ready to celebrate something no one really
expected and many still refuse to believe. Some still claim it
could not happen as it defies the rules of science and logic of
common sense. Well, guess what? A baby in a manger
changed the world with his life, death and resurrection, revealing
the power and extent of God’s love for everyone on this
confused and dysfunctional planet. We are fortunate Mary, the
shepherds, Matthew, and Luke remembered to tell the story. And
that Mark, Luke, and Saint Paul added more to the eye witness
accounts to make certain we would know that the unbelievable
is true. Parakeets in Germany? A Messiah in a manger? God’s
love is so great he has come to us? Grace doesn’t always make
sense, but what a good deal God shares it anyway. If that isn’t a
reason to have a special celebration, what is?
Pastor Seeber
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Advent and Christmas

Advent is the prelude to Christmas! Our joy
over Christmas should never be routine! Every
year Advent gently leads us into Christmas, as
we never want Christmas to be just a cultural
tradition. Right?
Retailers introduce Christmas merchandise
earlier each year.
Again, the threat of
shortages is creating an incentive to spend
quickly and often. Maybe we should allow
Christmas to bring a change to our culture
rather than the other way around!
What a neat gift Advent can be (if noticed,
practiced, and embraced!) Advent begins
November 27 and ends on Christmas Eve.
This year Advent midweek services will use the
Disney Classic “Pinocchio” to assist in
imagining Advent themes. Come and join us
and see how that works for you!
Waiting is one of the most difficult things to
do! Advent remembers faithful waiting for
hundreds of years by those who never were
able to celebrate Christmas. We wait a
lifetime to be welcomed into the manger of
our own heavenly home. Every year we wait
for the holiday (holy day) of Christ’s birth so
we can celebrate again as if this were the first
time! Waiting is difficult, but anything worth
having is worth waiting for!
Advent means “to come into.” This is our time
of remembering the wait for the Messiah to
first come into our world. That is why we seek
to hold off on Christmas carols as long as
possible, as the holy day (holiday) hasn’t yet
come! That is the reason, my grandparents,
and many of yours, never put a tree up until
Christmas Eve, so the joy of the Christ birth
would come as it did on that first holy night!)
It is difficult to wait and yet waiting always
make what we wait for more precious.
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We wait, less patiently than our grandparents,
but we can still try! Without waiting, we might
forget what we are waiting FOR. Rather than
being lulled asleep by carols, massive sales,
decorations and parties, why not WAIT?
Our Advent worship themes this year are
guided by the first four chapters of John’s
Gospel. The themes are “light, marriage,
spirit, and water. Such simple words but they
pack and incredible message and hope!
Our Advent worship services will be
Wednesdays at Noon and 6:30 pm, beginning
Nov. 30! This is an opportunity to take a time
out from the world’s unwillingness to wait and
find a time for peace, quiet, and preparing
our hearts for this most joyous and holy birth.
These services will be brief, meditational, and
seek to relate to real life daily events.
Along with devotions, advent wreaths and
your own traditions at home, we are setting
the table for a Christmas festival that is more
than any retailer can offer. Christmas comes
from the phrase Christ Mass. Mass is a Latin
word that means to send and refers to the
blessing and benediction at the end of
worship.
So Christmas truly is centered
around worship and we are sent from the
celebration of this gift as gifts to the world!
This is our opportunity to teach children,
grandchildren, and friends what the joy of this
holiday (holy day) is all about!
Christmas Eve worship will be at 5pm, 6:30pm,
and 8pm. Christmas Day is on Sunday this
year, and we will have ONE WORSHIP service
at 10am! Anything worth waiting for is worth
the wait. Don’t just go through the motions
and miss the true joy of this season.
And remember to invite family, neighbors,
and friends to join us in waiting and in
celebrating on Christmas!
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What Makes Us “Lutheran? / Part 3

A Water crossing and A Special Meal
The revelation of Scripture proclaims how
God had a perfect plan but our rebellion
messes that creation up. Sin is what colors
our response leading to separation from each
other and from God, and ultimately death.
Scripture also reveals in so many ways how
God set out to redeem and restore where we
have fallen short. We call that Good News or
Gospel. The word sacrament is literally a holy
moment. Lutherans are a sacramental
church, meaning we focus on visible signs of
God’s grace as means to proclaim and
celebrate how God’s love overcomes our
sinful and selfish nature.
Roman Catholic have a seven sacraments. .
The Reformation defined sacrament in a new
way, meaning: An action instituted by Christ,
in which God’s word is connected with a
visible sign, serving as a means of grace. So,
Lutherans have two sacraments: baptism and
communion. Both reveal, proclaim, and are
special means of God’s grace in our lives.
Baptism is a Greek word meaning to sprinkle,
wash, or immerse with water. Washing sin
away is a wonderful illustration of how God
forgives despite our sinful nature. As we
recall how water of a great flood destroyed
the wicked and lifted up the faithful in an ark,
or the children of Israel walking on dry land in
the midst of the sea as they escaped slavery,
we have prophetic images of what this
sacred moment is all about.
Baptism is God’s gift of initiation into the Body
of Christ. It comes as a gift, not through any
merit or action of our own. It proclaims that
God’s love comes to us, before we can even
know how to respond to Him. It is a miracle
with no way to explain how it happens or why
God should love us so much. As Jesus ended
his earthly ministry, his words in Matthew 28
called disciples to go and baptize all nations
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in his name, and teach them of his love. It is
commanded by Christ, uses a visible sign of
water, and is a special means of grace.
Holy Communion is the meal of the faithful,
and a special source of nourishment in our
journey through life. In this meal God fills us in
a tangible way with his very life, death, and
resurrection. At this last supper he said, “my
body, my blood,” proclaiming the bread and
wine of this new meal were the assurance of
God’s physical presence in our lives.

According to Jesus’ plan, this special new
meal climaxed the annual Passover meal, in
which his Jewish brothers and sisters recalled
how God had led them out of the slavery of
Egypt, through the sea, and into the land of
promise. It is the meal of the kingdom and
Jesus transformed the old covenant into a
new one as he took a familiar meal and gve
it new meaning, as he literally offered himself
as the perfect Passover lamb, surrendering his
own flesh and blood so that all would live.
Both the Gospels and the letters of Paul, share
this special moment as the faithful were
gathered as one around a table for a meal,
even as he prepared to offer his life as holy
ransom, once and for all, for an entire world.
Holy Communion is our nourishment for the
daily trek through the desert of life, and the
assurance that we have God (by faith) alive
in each of us. We celebrate the meal every
time we come together, as was the practice
in the early Church, for this sacred moment is
a special moment of grace.
God comes to us in so many ways, whether in
prayer, scripture, or the love of a faithful child
of God. But the sacraments of the Church
are incredibly special ways in which God acts
in a way for all of us together, at the same
time. For this reason, Lutherans are referred
to as a sacramental Church, as God’s Word
connected to water, bread, and wine help us
to feel God’s touch in a sacramental way!
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Family Events

Family Ministry News

Family Life

We are trying to get a Kids Christmas
Presentation together for December 18th! If you
would like to participate or help out, please
contact Alison Carlson.
Sunday School will continue with a theme of
“The Story.” We will be working on a multi-week
special Advent Project so please be here the first
3 weeks in December!
RightNow Media Review
“Culture Shock” by Chip Ingram might be one of the best
thought provoking series I’ve watched on this platform so
far! Chip does a great job of presenting both sides and
where the conflict or clash resides. “Culture Shock” is a
series of lectures on hot button issues. Each lecture is
structured similarly: here’s what one side believes, here’s
what another side believes, here’s what God’s Word says,
here’s what we should do about it as Christians living in an
increasingly morally declining society.
Chip is careful to point out that even though it feels like it’s
the worst of times, humanity’s past is much worse. He
discusses topics like morality, sex, homosexuality,
abortion, the environment, and politics. He does so in a
gentle and understanding way. Sometimes the statements
create some discomfort and challenge but he carefully
ends each lecture by bringing everyone back to God’s Word
and by bringing in some practical applications. Check it out
on our RightNow Media page.
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Campus Ministry
Our Monday evening Dinner and
Discussion event continues to be
encouraging in terms of both quality
and quantity. Between 10-12
students are regularly involved in this
event and we are having great
discussions. Without a doubt, the
dinner sets the tone for our Monday
evening event. Food and fellowship
are a key component and the
bonding that takes place while we
eat and visit carries over into our
discussion.

event as well. I share this to say
that our volunteer events at the
YWCA has given us a chance to
involve 5 other WMU students in
ministry.
Our Wednesday fundraiser for
victims of human trafficking
continues to go well. We are
selling Popeye’s chicken
sandwiches and typically sell
between 15-20 each week.
Probably half of the people that
buy the sandwiches are WMU
maintenance, facility and
landscaping workers. These
events have given us the
opportunity to build relationships
with WMU staff. Now that the
weather is about to turn cold, I
will be serving lunch inside Solid
Grounds every other Wednesday
to the WMU staff members as an
outreach to them.

Our Tuesday and Wednesday
evening volunteer events at the
YWCA from 6-7PM have become
more consistent the last few weeks.
There was a span of about 3 weeks
where there were no kids at the
YWCA, which was discouraging to
the students. Over the past few
weeks, there have been several kids
that we have had a chance to
volunteer with and serve. There are 4
students that volunteer on Tuesday
evening and 4 students that volunteer God’s blessings to you all!
on Wednesday evening. All 4 of the Pastor Mark
students that volunteer on Tuesday’s
are not a part of our Monday evening
event. Two of them are athletes from
FCA and the other two students either
work or have a class Monday
evenings. One of the students that
volunteers on Wednesday evenings is
not a part of our Monday evening

Youth News
High School:
Bible Study
No Bible study Dec 25 or Jan 1.
Christmas Party

Dec 17 in the afternoon we will
be coming together for a
Christmas party! Details will
come in a future email.

Middle School:
Confirmation Class
Attend Advent Worship with
your family Wednesday nights
from 6:30-7:15pm.
No Sunday Class

Dec 25 or Jan 1
Christmas Party
Dec 17 in the afternoon we will
be coming together for a Christmas Party. Details will come in a
future email.
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Echoes
God IS at work through people in our
congregation...here is their story:
Have you looked around the property at
Zion last month? From the view of my
office I count 14 ENORMOUS Oak
trees. Did you know each tree can drop
700,000 leaves PER YEAR!?!?! Add that
to the other trees in our lot and we see
over 10,000,000 leaves drop on our
grounds!
It might sound strange but God is truly
at work in the 10-20 people who come
help out weekly in Summer and Fall, as
well as on the leaf clean up day. Their
hard work and service present less
tripping hazards, healthy grass, and
beautification. They have also created a
community and an outlet for service,
along with saving a ton of money!
It doesn’t take elaborate speaking or
miraculous works to allow God to work.
Something as simple as raking leaves for
a neighbor, shoveling a sidewalk, or
simply being a welcoming/listening ear
can have as much of an impact on
someone as the great feats mentioned in
the Bible.
God is ALWAYS at work...are you
allowing Him to work through you?
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Christmas
Poinsettia
(These poinsettias are used to
decorate the church
sanctuary)

Anyone interested in contributing to
the “CHRISTMAS POINSETTIA” may do
so by sending their gift to the church
office or putting it in the offering
plate along with this form. Please
note on your check “CHRISTMAS
POINSETTIA.”
We will take checks through Sunday,
December 11.

All contributions will be
acknowledged in the bulletin.

In Loving Memory of:
_______________________

In Thanksgiving of:

Advent Services
at NOON & 6:30 pm
Wed, November 30 &
December 7, 14, 21
(Soup Supper at 5:15pm)
Christmas Eve Services
Saturday, December 24
Family Worship 5:00 & 6:30 pm
(Especially for families with young
children wanting an earlier time
to worship filled with carols & the
Christmas story)
Worship & Communion 8:00 pm

_______________________

In Honor Of:
_______________________

Given By:
_______________________
Envelope # _________
Amount _________

Christmas Day Service
Sunday, December 25
Worship 10:00 am
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Book Review. “The Noticer; Sometimes, all a
person needs is a little perspective. “ Andy
Andrews. Thomas Nelson. 2009.
Andrews is a motivational speaker whose
books are brief and intended to inspire the
reader in positive ways for daily living. He
bases his writing on true life experiences but
shares what he feels are salient truths in the
form of a story, allegory, or parable.
His biography says that after the loss of both
parents and his job, he lived for a year under
a pier on the beach. Daily he went to the
library and claims to have read over 200
biographies of successful people to try to
determine what helped them most. His
literary style uses inspiration, fiction, and
allegory to share his messages about life.
This book is about life changing interventions
of a mysterious stranger named Jones, who
shows up in the lives of people who are
broken, confused, or headed to ruin. He
seems to know everything about the person
or couple he encounters, as if he has been a
friend of them their entire lives. A sample:
“In desperate times, much more than
anything else, folks need perspective. For
perspective brings calm. Calm leads to clear
thinking. Clear thinking yields new ideas. And
ideas produce the bloom...of an answer.
Keep your head and heart clear. Perspective
can just as easily be lost as it can be found.”
Consider the times in your life, or that of
someone you care about, when disaster was
looming or slowly being slid into. Prayer is a
wonderful tool for such moments, but the
idea that we can just sit and wait for God to
give us what we want, runs contrary to Jesus’
teachings that faith also involves a change in
perspective and priorities.
This book contains a series of encounters with
people in all manners of typical life situations,
there suddenly appears an elderly man in
jeans. t-shirt, and carrying a beat up small
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suitcase that has seen better days. Invariably
he unexpectedly shows up, and begins a
conversation as if he has known the person
he is with for a long time. He is not beckoned
but just appears, and begins conversations
with people as if he is a long time, best friend.
This is not a profound or difficult book to read,
but offers simple reflections about love,
values, and relationships that are important to
discover or remember. In each situation the
mysterious Jones suddenly engages in a
dialog with someone who is facing a trial or
tragedy and would benefit for a change in
perspective. It is an easy read but shares
some powerful insights about life.
In one encounter, he shares these words:
“Remember, whatever you focus upon,
increases...When you focus on the things you
need, you'll find those needs increasing. If you
concentrate your thoughts on what you don't
have, you will soon be concentrating on
other things that you had forgotten you don't
have-and feel worse! If you set your mind on
loss, you are more likely to lose...But a grateful
perspective brings happiness and
abundance into a person's life.”
He has written many similar books, and is a
motivational speaker who has been quite
popular. Here is another quote from Jones:
“See, the ‘small stuff’ is what makes up the
larger picture of our lives. Many people are
like you, young man. But their perspective is
distorted. They ignore ‘small stuff,’ claiming to
have an eye on the bigger picture, never
understanding that the bigger picture is
composed of nothing more than (are you
ready?) ‘small stuff’!”
This is an easy book to read, perfect for
sharing, and I guarantee will make you slow
down and pay attention to possibly gaining
some new perspectives.
Pastor Seeber
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Parish Report

12/1
12/3
12/4
12/5
12/6
12/7
12/8
12/9
12/10
12/11
12/12
12/15
12/17
12/18
12/20
12/21
12/22
12/24
12/26
12/27
12/28
12/30
12/31

Mary Bernhardt
Paul Leitz, Kasey McGill,
Karen Sarver,
Brian Bauer, Matthew Huberty,
Taylor Hurry, Benno Rosin
Landon Bauer, Riley Eastman
Andrew Leitz, Anna Schierbeek
Anna Schuppel
Richard Griffith,
Lorraine Hanna, Richard Wordell
Angela Parente, Michael Schlack,
Charlotte Toy
Caila Chapman, Jen Pesch,
Audrey Hamilton,
Sara Bussey, Amy Fill
Tiffany Bierlein,
Nicole Villanueva
Ian Carlson, Karla Morgan,
Michelle Rollen, Loretta Rose
Ayden Emig, Ron Masek,
Marirose Meimers,
Luke Skuratowicz
Angelo Waterlander,
Sharon Dean, Dylan Scheffers
Lucas Adlam
Kayla Laurin,
Charlotte Fill
Jason Curtiss, John Devine,
Mary VandenBerg
Carol Cory, Marta Kellam,
Jay Linebaugh, Walter Mutz,
Sarah Perry, Mark Schulze
Megan Bowers, Tammy Parat
Joni LaPointe, Annaliese Ream,
Isabella Frazier
Alix Allen, Beatrice Mayer
Alexander Parat,

Deaths
Rosemarie Griffith
Christine Folck
Don Griesbach

10/29/2022
11/05/2022
11/11/2022

Thank you to the staff and members of
Zion for your support, kind words and
faithful prayers for the loss of our
daughter, Christine. It has given us great
comfort during this difficult time.
It will sustain us into the days to come as
we look forward to Life Everlasting.
Peace be with you,
Bob and Carol Folck

KALAMAZOO LOAVES & FISHES
December wish list item:

Cooking Oil

Please place donations in the Gray tubs
under the office windows in the Lobby
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ART MINISTRY in BLENDS

“Snapshots into Creation”
December brings a new display of art in
Blends provided by Fritz Klug.

WELCOME
CODY COLLMENTER

Fritz will be available in Blends on
December 4th at 9:00a.m.
to share his photography and how God’s
creation inspires his work.
Words from Frtiz regarding
Snapshots into Creation
Why do we find something beautiful? Where
does that feeling come from? What does it
mean?
To me, this thing we call “beauty” is one way
God shares his love with us. Whether it’s a
landscape in the natural world or a piece
crafted by an artist, beautiful things are a
reminder of the Paradise we lost and the New
Creation that is to come.

While we can travel the world and
experience the grandeur of rainforests,
mountains or oceans, we can see that same
majesty every day in the small and ordinary
things around us: the trees and their leaves,
clouds and the sun, and everything else the
weather can bring.
Over the past few years, I’ve looked for this
beauty on daily walks and have tried to
capture it with my cellphone’s camera. For
me, these snapshots have developed a
deeper connection with Creation, showing
there’s something new and beautiful to see
every day. By sharing them here in Blends, I
hope to encourage you to take a walk, look
around and notice the small strokes of beauty
God leaves us every day, visual reminders of
His love.
-Fritz

Cody has accepted the bookkeeper position
and is currently learning the Zion ways.
He is a National Honor Society graduate from
Ferris State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree. Additionally, he is currently
pursuing his MBA in Accounting. Along with
his education, Cody has work experience in
non-profit church operations, budgeting and
finance with a strong IT aptitude.

Cody is married with a full household of 3
children: Clay 8, Viviana 5, Arjay 2 and a
rambunctious boxer, Belle 3.
He enjoys Do-it-Yourself projects and trying
ANYTHING new!
Please join the staff in welcoming Cody to
Zion and helping make this a very smooth
transition.
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Worship Help for Parents and Children

(It is OK for everyone else to read too!)
“The Creed”
“Creed” is a Latin word meaning, “I believe.”
For us, it states what a Christian believes. Our
“Creeds” cover basic teachings as revealed
in Scripture. We believe in the Creative Plan
of the Father, the Sacrificial Rescue of the
Son, and God’s invisible “Spirit” Presence
today. One God revealed in three ways.
Creeds were the earliest part of Christian
worship, added to forms already in existence
(prayers, scripture reading, a message or
explanation of the readings, and psalms or
hymns.)
When many were illiterate, and
manuscripts rare, people memorized to
remember. They couldn’t download from the
internet, but could download it from their
memory! This allowed each generation to
teach the next. It is how the faith was shared.
Normally we recite the Apostles’ Creed. The
written form is from the 3rd century AD. It
came from the teachings of the Apostles
(their “sermon notes?”) and was used as the
Baptismal liturgy. As we recite, we proclaim,
“THIS is what I believe! God is my loving
Father! Jesus (God in the flesh) lived, died,
and rose for me! The Holy Spirit (God’s breath
in me) makes me part of the Body of Christ
(the Church) forever!”
As we repeat those words, we remember
what we believe, and “teach the faith” to
children and even visitors who maybe have
no faith background. Wherever Christians
gather, this celebrates that even with many
denominations, there is only ONE CHURCH!
Every Sunday, throughout the world,
Christians ALL proclaim this one, true faith!
When we say “holy catholic Church” the
word “catholic” means “universal.” (That
means there are Roman Catholics, Lutheran
Catholics, Methodist Catholics, but only ONE
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Christian Church!
Despite differences in
practice, we are all part of ONE Church.
The Nicene Creed developed in response to
false teachers who said Jesus was “only a
good man.” It dates from the Council of
Nicea in 325. We use it on Festival Sundays.
The Athanasian Creed was likely developed
during the 5th or 6th century, and named for
Athanasius (a staunch defender of the deity
of Christ during some of the heresies of the
4th century.) It’s length keeps its usage rare,
but you should read and use it as a
devotional and great guide for prayer.
For Parents with Younger Children:
As parents, much of our time is teaching our
kids to believe the right things (“stoves are
hot, look twice before crossing a street, we
will always love you, AND God loves you!”)
Repetition and love are always the key!
Have your kids follow the words when the
Creed is spoken — they will learn it quickly.
Take time to ask your kids what they believe
(about the weather, your love for them, their
favorite foods, about anything.) Then ask
what they believe about God. Show them
our stained glass window and point out the
three “CREDOS” (I believe!”)
The window
celebrates God as Father (all-seeing eye),
Son (lamb), and Holy Spirit (dove.) Help your
children understand how the Creed “reminds
and teaches” so we will never forget.
Show them a family picture or a sports team
photo — talk about how so many different
people are tied by something they have in
common. Remind them the Creed is a similar
“reminder” and “shows” who we are and
what we look like as Christians, Don’t wait for
Aaron to “spring” this on them in confirmation
class … they are ready to hear you tell them
now! Explain in your words what this means
to them. Take time, phrase by phrase, week
by week, season by season. Help your kids
learn more about what their Baptism means!
- Pastor Tim
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FUN

PLAY DATE
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2023
This year the Offering Envelopes will be
available for pick-up
at Zion. You will find them in alphabetical order on a table in the main hallway.
If you prefer to make an online donation, or to set up regular online giving,
please use this link:
https://www.kindridgiving.com/app/giving/zionkazoo
Your faithful support of ministry is greatly appreciated!

Special Seminar “The genuine jesus”
by:

Dr. Paul Maier

December 10th
9:00a.m. To Noon
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